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In this brief primer, we will discuss the concept of securitiza-
tion and the basis for their use, as well as their impact on the 
economy.

The Concept of Securitization
Securitization is well established and practiced in the global 
debt capital market. Some sources describe it as the practice 

Securitization is a process by which a company assembles its 

Similarly, it is the process of selling assets and generating cash 

issues out notes to the company from which the assets or 

sale of the assets back up these notes. 

Securitization has also been employed as part of asset and 
liability management, in handling balance sheet risks. 

“A framework in which some illiquid assets of a corporation or 

credit enhancements, liquidity enhancements and structur-

Corporates and Financial Institutions to modify the assets 
that cannot be readily marketable to rated securities 
tradeable in the secondary markets. Residential mortgages 
and car loans are a typical example of these types of assets. 

merger and packaging process creates asset-backed bonds, 
which are debt instruments created from a smorgasbord of 

Essence Of Securitization?

corporate loans, debt instruments, among others. 

realised from them, it could lead to an increase in the 
return on equity ratio. 

lesser than other underlying loans, therefore creating 
surplus cash for the original entity.

Summarily, banks securitize for three reasons; funding its 
own assets, managing its balance sheet, and risk manage-
ment.

their risk and sectors of interest, they can access an array of 

The Securitization Process

to ensure that these assets are held separate from the other 
assets of the originator. So for instance, where the 
originator is declared bankrupt or is facing a liability claim, 

being ‘bankruptcy-remote’. On the other hand, if the assets 

originator. Where these assets are held in an SPV structure, 

third party guarantees the credit quality of the SPV, 

-
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Figure 1:

Mechanics of Securitization

separate legal entity is required to play the role of note 

• Due diligence on the prospects of the assets
• Setting up an SPV and transferring of assets to it

• Determining the nature and structure of the note; is it 
going to be issued in series or at once

• Rating of the notes by one or more credit rating agencies
• Placing the notes on the capital market.

In order for the transfer of the assets to the SPV to be legally 

major consideration for an originator is the choice of its 

place the notes. 

SPV Structures

-

structure, and are more commonly used in residential and 
commercial mortgage backed deals.

card debts and car loans. Principal payments are paid to 

a lump sum at the maturity of the notes.

Master Trust
Master trusts are more frequently used in the United States 
and the UK. It allows a single SPV to issue multiple securitiza-

where then notes are issued out of the asset pool based on 

Credit Enhancement

are measures initiated so that the issue notes acquire the 

• 

•  - an insurance policy from a reputable 

•  - notes can be classed into junior 
and senior classes where the notes of a junior class owner 
is subordinated to the rights of a senior owner.

•  - a number of issuers include a step-up 

• 
between the interest payable on a note and the return on 

expenses and losses.

the asset pool is paid in order with pre-arranged payment 
priority. Senior obligations are met before the junior ones. 

Impact on Balance Sheet

originator’s balance sheet. From the process, some 
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against possible future losses, but is now free of the 

Conclusion
Securitisation occurs where some assets of a company are 
lifted from its balance sheet and are funded by third party 

are supported by a lien on selected assets or by a credit 
enhancement scheme such as a guarantee. In traditional 
secured bonds, the primary source of repayment of the 

securitised transactions, that burden of repayment on the 

been securitised. 


